Extended Target Echo Detection Based on KLD and Wigner Matrices.
With the development of airborne radar radio frequency stealth (RFS) technology, the method of improving the RFS performance of airborne radar by optimizing target detection performance has been extensively studied. However, for wideband radar signals, the traditional point target model appears as an extended target model in the range-dimension, which is unfavorable to the detection of target echoes. To overcome the existing drawbacks, this paper devises an efficient echo detection algorithm from the perspective of information theory and random matrix. Firstly, aperiodic agile wideband radar signals are utilized to observe targets. Then, one frame of echo signals in the same range gate is reconstructed into a data form conforming to the Wigner matrix spectral decomposition. Finally, according to the signal detection theory, Kullback-Leibler Divergence (KLD) is used as the test statistic to complete the echo detection of the stealthy extended targets. By statistical analysis and comparison with other established echo detection algorithms, simulation results manifest that the proposed algorithm has superior detection performance and strong robustness, which not only makes up for the deficiency of traditional narrowband radar detection algorithms, but also increases the detection probability of radar system when it is faced with stealthy extended targets.